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foreword robert aish

Fabricate: Making Digital architecture 
gathers together a unique selection of research 
and exploratory prototypes and records the creative 
thinking of innovative designers and researchers. 
Fabrication depends on the ability of the designer to 
harness the properties of materials and to anticipate 
how these can be transformed by the sequencing of 
manufacturing operations. it is not just the fabrication 
processes described here that are important but also  
how these relate to, or express, design intent. 

behind many of these examples lies the creative use 
of design computation tools. again, it is not just the 
computation tools that are important but how these 
relate to or express design intent and can be used as an 
intermediary between the designer and the fabrication 
process. are these computation tools primarily focused 
on creating computational analogues of tangible aspects 
of design, or on abstractions? Such abstractions might 
be conditional, dependency, repetition, iteration, 
recursion, convergence, encapsulation and inheritance. 
How do these abstractions intersect with concepts used 
in contemporary design thinking such as commonality, 
variation, differentiation, adaptation and emergence?

essentially we have a network of connections between 
design (intent), computation (abstraction), fabrication 
(realisation), the resulting building (as artefact) and  
the building user (and their ‘user experience’). Here  
we see ‘fabrication’ as an important component within  
a larger system. both fabrication processes and design 
computation can be viewed as important design tools. 
What is the relationship between tools and design? 
tools provide possibilities, from these possibilities we 
discover advantages, advantages become a convenience, 
and convenience can too easily become a convention. 
there are alternatives: rather than supporting just the 
more efficient execution of conventional tasks, tools 
can encourage new ways of thinking. the creative use 

of a tool should include opportunities for the designer 
to embed his own design logic within that tool. Such 
customisation should be recognised as a key aspect of 
design creativity. a creative tool is one that facilitates 
this customisation and can be used beyond what was 
envisaged by the original tool builder. tools, therefore, 
embody conceptual knowledge. Harnessing tools may 
relieve the designer of some physical and mental effort 
but also require the acquisition of this conceptual 
knowledge. Never be limited by the available tools. 
think beyond the tool. tools should challenge the 
designer. the designer should challenge the tools. 
become you own tool builder. challenge yourself.

When you read the different sections of this book,  
i would like to encourage you to ask a number of critical 
questions. is the design intent explicitly stated? Or, by 
reading the text and reviewing the images, is it possible 
to recover some sense of what this design intent might 
be? What was the relationship between the fabrication 
process and this design intent? Was the intent to explore  
a particular material or fabrication process (which,  
at a research or ‘proto-architecture’ level of inquiry,  
is quite legitimate) or was fabrication being used to 
realise some broader design intent? What computing  
was used? Was this computing primarily focused on a 
digital representation of the ‘tangible’ (geometric form, 
material properties and manufacturing operations)?  
Or were additional computational abstractions used  
and how did these contribute to the design process  
or design outcome? What additional concepts, insights  
or possibilities did the designer acquire through the  
use of these abstractions? and (to rephrase the previous 
questions) what was the relationship between the 
computational abstraction and design intent? Was the 
intent to explore the abstraction (which, at a research 
‘proto-architecture’ level of inquiry, is quite legitimate),  
or was the abstraction being used to realise some  
broader design intent?

Director of Software Development,  
autoDeSk platform SolutionS
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profeSSor of architectural & urban computing,
Dean of the bartlett faculty of the built environment, ucl

the progress of architectural practice can be characterised 
by two opposing forces: a convergent force driven by the 
spirit of the times and a drive for innovation. common 
themes and interests emerge from the cultural milieu, 
which seem to act as ‘attractors’ for the field of practice 
and contemporary fashion. One could imagine this in 
terms of a flocking algorithm, in which individual birds 
move towards the heart of the flock; this dynamic giving 
rise to the identity of the flock – the similarities between 
the paths of the individuals which lead it to cluster and 
cohere as a discernable object – and the trajectory of  
the whole flock over time. 

Opposing this is a drive for innovation. innovators aim 
to distinguish their practice from that of others and 
current fashions. they continually strive to fly away 
from the flock, and where it has been in the past, to 
explore new territory. However, by trying to get away 
from the flock the innovators merely help determine  
its direction of flight. they become the moving front 
edge of the flock. From time to time different groups  
of innovators choose to explore different trajectories  
and the flock may divide, often only to come together 
again some time later.

the spirit of the times is often summed up by an 
‘aesthetic’ – the formal and material properties of 
buildings that are most easily seen and emulated. 
However, underlying these surface details are at least 
three sets of concerns by which practices seek to identify 
themselves and to distinguish themselves from others: 

an ethical position (an attitude towards sustainability, 
for example); a spatial practice (often an approach to the 
spatialisation of the social) and a working process (the 
methods through which the practice pursues its design). 

Of course, from an individual’s point of view inside 
a flock it can be hard to see its shape, even to see that 
you are part of a flock at all. the role of the critic, the 
curator and the conference organiser is to give shape to 
the flock – to help create the cultural milieu by defining 
and reflecting back on the individual the dynamic of the 
group as a whole; to help make sense of the apparently 
random and divergent paths of individuals seen close  
up. this is the role of this conference and book. 

Here our focus is primarily on ‘working process’ – the 
processes in design and fabrication by which material 
components are shaped and brought together to produce 
spatial and formal objects. the effects of computing  
on architecture are far reaching. they bring the ability  
to control fabrication digitally, to drive cutting,  
bending and assembly; to simulate and optimise material 
performance, to control geometry with precision.  
they bring the potential to put the designer once again 
in direct control of the craft of material shaping and 
construction, something unseen since the medieval 
craftsman masterbuilder gave way to the divisions of 
labour – and the constraints of symbolic representation  
of the production drawing – that characterise the  
modern industry. the fast-moving front edge of the  
flock is an exciting place to be.

foreword alan penn
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Fabricate: Making Digital architecture is a selection 
of articles by designers, engineers and makers within 
architecture, construction, engineering, manufacturing 
and computation. it is published alongside Fabricate 
2011, an internationally peer-reviewed conference held  
at the bartlett School of architecture, University college 
London, from 15–16 april 2011, for which over 240 
submissions were received from 31 countries, including 
35 higher education institutions and 28 international 
consultancy firms. We are immensely grateful to all  
who submitted and also to our panel of 18 advisors  
and reviewers for their council, patience and time. 

the works presented here are from leading consultancies 
such as Foster + Partners, Zaha Hadid architects, arup, 
buro Happold, amanda Levete architects and ron arad 
associates, and from renowned institutions such as Delft, 
Harvard, Mit, the bartlett, cita and the aa. Projects 
cover a broad cross-section of scales and typologies of 
contemporary architectural and engineering innovation, 
including recently completed buildings, new works in 
progress and the latest research in design and digital 
manufacturing. together these works encompass much 
of the breath, complexity and new skills required in 
making architecture with digital tools and techniques. 
Punctuating the chapters on academic- and Practice-
based research, our invited keynotes to Fabricate 2011 
– Mark burry, Philip beesley, Gramzio & Kohler and  
Neri Oxman share their thoughts with esteemed experts, 
Mark West, Michael Stacey, Hanif Kara and Sean Hanna.

Fabricate 2011 was planned to follow the ‘Digital 
architecture London’ conference and ‘Digital 
Hinterlands’ exhibition organised by the bartlett  
UcL in September 2009, and the associated publication 
Digital architecture: Passages through Hinterlands, 
edited by ruairi Glynn and Sara Shafiei. Fabricate 
is also in some way a response to the highly successful 
‘Fabrication’ conference held in Waterloo in 2004, 
organised by the association for computer aided  
Design in architecture (acaDia). We thank its chair, 
Philip beesley who has been a constant support.

Now, some six years later, the novel technologies and 
techniques discussed then are becoming commonplace 
in academic institutions and a growing breed of young 

architect-fabricators are challenging conventional modes 
of practice, relocating design to a position where material 
knowledge is both tacitly understood and fully exploited. 
We believe that the work presented here demonstrates 
many of the opportunities fabrication technologies offer 
the designer for greater control, ownership and influence 
over the processes by which our built environment is 
generated and regenerated.

it was by pure chance that both this publication and  
the associated event represent work from practice  
and academia in equal measure. too much could be read 
into such an outcome but, at the very least, it reveals  
that our invitation to explore Fabricate as a theme 
has attracted significant and broad interest across  
the key threshold, where innovation, vision, feasibility  
and collaboration meet. as the scope and diversity of 
work shown here very clearly conveys, new protocols  
of engagement between the design and making of digital 
architecture offer disciplines on all sides the challenge  
to rethink fabrication as a design activity, and to rethink 
how the necessary expertise to master this field can  
be acquired.

We owe thanks to a large number of friends and 
colleagues. Firstly, to the bartlett architecture research 
Fund for its vital support at the very early stages of 
planning, to our partners, the building centre, for their 
support and advice, to Dezeen for their promotional 
efforts, and to autodesk for their generous support 
towards the book. amongst a large group of generous 
and supportive colleagues, we particularly wish to thank 
Professors alan Penn, Jane rendell and Stephen Gage, 
for their valued council and guidance, and Dr Marcos 
cruz for his support and cooperation. For our striking 
conference identity, meticulous publication design 
and her patience, our thanks to emily chicken. We are 
indebted to our esteemed group of peer reviewers and 
panel chairs onto whom we transferred a workload more 
than twice the agreed quantity, and whose extensive, 
professional and thorough response, the quality of this 
endeavour rests upon. and last but certainly not least,  
to our present and former students whose appetite,  
verve and enthusiasm for ambitious experimentation 
continues to urge us on.
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in dividing architectural research between practice-
based and academic classifications we raise a dichotomy 
typical of but problematic to the discipline. Distinctions 
made between architect, programmer and structural, 
mechanical and material engineer are equally problematic. 
Produced by teams of multidisciplinary practitioners this 
publication scrutinises the demarcation of roles in the 
construction industry, particularly that of the architect, 
suggesting alternative models of design through to 
production. in this section we witness how schools of 
architecture are leading and responding to changes in  
our discipline brought about by the accelerating adoption 
of digital fabrication technologies. case studies come 
from multi-institutional programmes, departmental 
research groups, doctoral candidates, design units and 
individual graduates. Much of it is proto-architectural 
in its realisation, exploring the performative capabilities 
and spatial qualities of material systems. the methods and 
experiences shared clearly demonstrate that the process 
of design to production is not as linear and reductive as 
some ‘file-to-factory’ evangelists might suggest. Feedback 
systems rich in iterative physical testing, coupled with 
parametric modelling tools, are pervasive in the work. 
Material intelligence, manufacturing constraints and 
assembly logics are key parameters in this new design 
space. Matter, rather than being inert, is appreciated and 
interrogated for its responsiveness. early physical testing 
of assemblies drive digital models and decision making, 
countering a common critique of digital architecture’s 
bias towards form before material. 
 
We begin with case studies investigating the design 
and fabrication of complex geometries that bridge the 
widely recognised gap between the generation and 
materialisation of digital form. Menges, Schleicher & 
Fleischmann’s research Pavilion at the University of 
Stuttgart presents one strategy of material-oriented 
computational design where structure and space is 
informed by the physical behaviour of bent plywood and 
the constraints of their fabrication tools. the pliability 
of this material is further utilised at the centre for 

information technology and architecture, copenhagen, 
to build ‘soft’ responsive environments. coupled  
with servo motor actuation and a secondary pleated 
manifold it suggests that material understanding  
could inform the actuation of kinetic textile structures 
to work intelligently with changing physical load-
paths. through continual interaction between 
embedded micro-processing and material computation, 
environments saturated with sensing and actuation  
forge hybrid digital/analogue networks. ProtoNODe, 
presented by the Hyperbody research Group, Delft, 
probe possible human-human, human-object and  
object-object relationships enabled by a responsive 
modular assembly. Just how small we conceive of  
these networks, and the potential they have not just  
to think but also to construct and repair themselves,  
is provocatively examined by Skylar tibbits’ system of 
mechanical logic modules for self-guided-assembly.
 
Where architects (namely engineering) may 
conventionally turn to other disciplines to solve 
problems associated with constructing complex form, 
a number of featured research projects are utilising 
robotic manufacturing techniques spearheaded by the 
automotive and aeronautical industries. built works 
by the University of Michigan taubman college and 
etH Zurich demonstrate the latent potential for novel 
solutions and new opportunities to be found within 
generic robotic armatures. With caD/caM facilities 
now commonplace in architecture schools and open-
source initiatives such as Fab@Home and reprap 
gaining recognition, it is not surprising that designers  
are looking beyond existing fabrication technologies.  
a generation of confident, computationally trained and 
materially literate students from the bartlett School  
of architecture, architectural association and the 
institute for advanced architecture of catalonia present 
hacking, reformatting and reinventing fabrication 
processes to stimulate new building scenarios, site- 
and material-specific tools. the range of ‘off the shelf’  
and custom machinery employed, and the techniques 
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invented throughout this publication are remarkable, 
but few of its authors attribute much value to the 
machine itself but rather to the opportunities they 
present. there is a common humility in their endeavours, 
skipping over their intimate knowledge of servo control, 
communication protocols and tooling parts as casually  
as preceding generations talked about their parallel  
rule or set square. 

in bringing together the themes of the conference and 
publication it was important that, along with exploring 
the opportunities for innovative design, we would 
demonstrate how architects are offering solutions to 
two of the most pressing economic and sustainable 
issues of our time: the shortage of energy and the need 
to reduce carbon emissions. these designer-makers, 
developing their own tools, handling materials and 
observing fabrication in action, are acutely aware of the 
off-cuts, the fumes, the weight and issues of assembling 
their work. efficiency and environmental impact are 
never far from their mind, waste is considered alongside 
the intended artefact. Such sensitivity is widely missing 
in a profession that has for so long seen the pursuit of 
intellectual labour as superior to that of physical labour.

From the fifteenth century to today, architects have 
increasingly made drawings and models, not buildings. 
the dominant feature of the architectural drawing’s role 
in representing the visual before questions of material 
and construction is later elaborated. it is uncommon 
to see an architect, particularly in practice, using the 
drawing for its potential to act as an analogue, allowing 
instead for techniques and medium to infer methods 
of construction, material and meaning. the process 
and tools of representation are called into question and 
recalibrated by Nat chard through an account of a series 
of his built drawing instruments, which operate between 
drawing and making, indeterminacy and precision. 
enabling unpredictable deviation to be celebrated when 
fortuitous, tempered when necessary and fundamentally 
harnessed, Phil ayres presents feedback systems 

between virtual models and physical prototypes as  
a response to his critique of predictive modelling.  
the imperfect transformations back and forth between 
digital and physical artefacts are, from one perspective, 
an engineering problem to be solved but, from the 
perspectives of a number of projects here, serendipitous 
and productive opportunities. Flourishing in the  
‘noise’, Shaw and trossell present a series of case  
studies ranging from the analytical to the speculative, 
revealing surprising new design strategies formed 
through their experimentation with 3D scanning tools.

Over the past decade, the practice of architecture has 
radically transformed through the digital acceleration 
and sharpening of production. New architectural 
languages are being constructed through the conversation 
between material, tool and design intent. these advances 
represent an opportunity for architects to relocate 
themselves within the design space of the construction 
industry, back at the heart of the process. Whether a 
greater role in fabrication encourages better architecture 
is beyond the scope of this publication but we strongly 
believe this volume of case studies offers a compelling 
range of strategies for practice and academia to reflect 
and build upon. 

introduction ruairi glynn
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the sphere generate, calculate, 
Fabricate
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credit: D-Shape, 2009: 3, 5, 6.

waveD wooDen wall

1, 2 © trebyggeriet; 3, 4, 5 © designtoproduction.
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